Abstract-Aimed at the current inconsistencies in the OWLbased STEP description, the mapping rules between EXPRESS and OWL are established on the base of uniform semantic model named XOEM+OWL, then the implementation method of STEP-OWL converter is put forward and the corresponding examples are shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the semantic web and semantic grid, knowledge sharing and exchange of product information over the Internet became the main research focus. Currently, there are many research methods to realize the semantic description of STEP [1] by means of semantic web such as RDF, DAMIL, OWL [2] , etc [3] [4] [5] . Summarized the results of these studies, their thinking is similar to STEP using the same XML data representation, are trying to use RDF or OWL to replace EXPRESS described. The limitations of this approach is: different from the data format conversion, OWL semantic description of a variety of ways, for the same kind of product information, OWL can be used many different ways to describe their internal semantics, even in the same kind of OWL language to describe the is difficult to standardize the understanding of semantic consistency. Therefore, trying to only through the description of OWL to realize semantic description of the unity of product information is difficult, which is currently difficult for these studies have further reasons. Overall, although the realization of the expression of STEP in OWL, but mainly through the EXPRESS and OWL syntax match between the establishment of mapping between ontology definitions and descriptions of their lack of consistency, lack of a unified model and define the appropriate constraints.
In this paper, aimed at OWL-based STEP semantic description, the mapping rules between EXPRESS and OWL are established on the base of uniform semantic model named XOEM+OWL, then the implementation method of STEP-OWL converter is put forward and the corresponding examples are shown.
II. XOEM+OWL-BASED SCHEMA MAPPING
XOEM [6] is the data model of the XML-based STEP representation. It is difficult to realize the direct mapping between XOEM and OWL because OWL belongs to the semantic layer and the XOEM belongs to the data layer. XOEM has strong capability on the description of data object but the weak capability on the reasoning of constraint. So it is necessary to build the model that it can realize the conversion from XOEM and introduced from OWL pattern graph. That's called XOEM+OWL [7] .
According to the OO conception, table1 shows the comparison:
XOEM+OWL model is based on the XOEM model. We can also get the follow definition reference to XOEM:
Object: = Atomic Object | Complex Object Definition1. Given directed graph G=(V, E).
Assumption: v0, v1…vi, …vn ∈ V, e1, e2…en∈ E.
Given directed graph G(V, E, r).
For the XOME+OWL object, the Node of the directed graph is represented as Object. It is mapping into the Class of OWL.
Rule2.
For the XOME+OWL object's property, the Edge of the directed graph is represented as Property. It is correspond to the property of the Class or the "hasSubClass" among the classes in the OWL.
Convention1
: If the relevant concepts or data types of EXPRESS can be directly expressed in OWL, then be expressed using the OWL keyword in priority, to ensure the compatibility with reasoning tools and be reasoned accuracy by reasoning tools.
Convention2
: If the relevant concepts or data types of EXPRESS cannot be directly expressed in OWL, but can expressed by combining the OWL relevant concepts for the same purpose, and ensuring the accuracy of semantics. The combination approach is the better.
Convention3: If the above rules cannot be achieved or is difficult to achieve, under the circumstances, using the original translation.
According to above description, table2 shows the different corresponding Schema graph relation.
III. MAPPING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OWL AND EXPRESS EXPRESSION
A. SCHEMA definition SCHEMA defined as a collection of STEP ENTITY and types, which can be refer to each other for the purpose of type reuse. The definition of SCHEMA can be corresponding to the Ontology in OWL which part #1 in Figure 1 shows.
B. Basic data type definition
Basic data types EBNF expressed as shown in Figure 2 . OWL uses XML Schema embed data type, so as follows:
For simple data types, mapping directly into the xsd data types in the XML schema.
For the construction of data types, mapping into owl: oneOf.
For the aggregate data types, mapping into Owl:Class aggregate with attribute (lowerboundary, upperboundary, repetitiveness, if ordered, storage type) Figure2 . The BENF expression of basic data type in EXPRESS 
C. Entity definition
ENTITY is an important concept in EXPRESS, so the mapping of entity is the most important. In EXPRESS, the definition of entity is shown in Figure 3 (The BENF expression of entity in EXPRESS). The concept of class in OWL can be equivalent to that of entity. In this paper, we map the entity to class, But in OWL class, the definition of attributes and classes are separate, while In EXPRESS, that is defined together. In order to resolve property name conflicts, we plus the entity name at front of the attribute name. 
D. Function and rule definition
In function and rule, there is a wealth of mathematical operations and Constraint mechanism on objects, but these expressions in OWL at this aspect are limited, so we adopt the literal translation with SWRL according to the Conversion 3.
In addition to the above, there are many other concepts in EXPRESS, the mapping methods are similar.
Ⅳ. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP-OWL CONVERTER

A. Conversion of EXPRESS-OWL
The mapping method of EXPRESS to OWL file has been described in detail in part2, so the most important task for the implementation of EXPRESS-OWL file conversion is lexical analysis. Here we have adopted a two-step to complete conversion, which are preconverter and post-converter.
① Pre-converter The so-called pre-converter resolve EXPRESS file to JAVA classes (Figure 4 ) in accordance with established EXPRESS keyword vocabulary ( Figure 5) The conversion method is roughly the same, so we use entity conversion for example. According to the EBNF description of entities and the characteristics of definition of EXPRESS entity in Figure 3 , we can find that the keyword vocabulary EXPRESS entity definition is ENTITYEND_ENTITY 、 DERIVE 、 INVERSE 、 WHERE 、 SUPERTYPE OF 、 SUBTYPE OF. Preconverter's physical process is shown in Figure 6 . Although the data structure is a single paragraph, but the statement describes a variety of functions, how to design to meet the description of data example's diversity is the focus of the conversion.
①Lexical Analysis Read STEP file from left to right, just scan the character stream and then identify the word based on word formation rules. This step is divided word into data instance ("#" plus the number), the variable value (integer, string, data value), reserved words (the special characters and other special characters in Part21 physical file).
②Syntax Analysis Syntax analysis's task is to combine the word sequence into various grammatical phrases based on the lexical analysis, such as the "Program", "statement", "expression ", etc. Syntax analysis charges the step file is correct or not on structure and analyze the expression phrase in hierarchical.
③Semantic Analysis Semantic Analysis is a translation of syntax mapping based on lexical analysis and syntax analysis. According to the keywords generate by syntax analysis, we search the keywords in STEP Application Protocol library, and insert into file at the appropriate location based on conversion rules. Use data instance #5 = AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D ('NONE', #6, #7, #8); for example.
Step 1.Divide the data instance into #5, =, AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D, （, 'NONE', #6, #7, #8）. public interface Vocabulary { public final static String ABSTRACT="ABSTRACT"; public final static String AGGREGATE=" AGGREGATE"; public final static String ALLAS=" ALLAS"; public final static String AS="AS"; public final static String BAG=" BAG"; public final static String BEGIN="BEGIN"; public final static String BINARY=" BINARY"; public final static String BOOLEAN=" BOOLEAN"; public final static String CASE=" CASE"; … Step2.Decompose the words in step 1 hierarchically, we can get #5->AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D ->'NONE', #6, #7, #8.
Step3.Semantic processor search AXIS2_ PLACE MENT_ 3D based on definition in AP203 and map to AP203, for example, 'none' means the value of property 'name', which inherited from representation_item; # 6, # 7, # 8, represent the values of the 'location' (inherited from the placement), 'axis', 'ref_direction'.
Through the above three steps, the data instance #5 = AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D ('NONE', #6, #7, #8); is convert to owl file by STEP-OWL Converter, see in Figure 8 . 
C. Example
The examples of the convert result by the STEP-OWL converter for the STEP Part21 file are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 . 
